

Host John A says:
********** Continue Pharaoh Mission *********  
                                "Re-boot"

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::in SB OPS ::

OPS Stidd says:
@::On the base going over some of the computer systems::

EO Burton says:
@::makes sure he's in a safe spot somewhere::

CO von Krieg says:
::leans forward towards the Pharaoh’s viewscreen::

TO T’Rel says:
@:: Telling the civilians to go somewhere safe::

OPS Stidd says:
@COMM CO: Captain, I don’t recommend interfacing the Pharaoh with the base at all right now.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: on the bridge of the Pharaoh, seated at flight control ::

FCO Qwynn says:
Computer: status of level 2 diagnostic.

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Civilians continue to be restless, not sure where a "safe" place is

 SB XO Curtis says:
@COMM: von Krieg : Have your people been informed that we plan a shutdown?

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Back us off, Mr. Qwynn. If the bay decompresses, we could be in for a rough ride.

TO T’Rel says:
@<Kavor>::wakes up and moans::

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: Yes, sir.

CO von Krieg says:
COMM: Curtis: Affirmative. We are readying for the reboot.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: uses thrusters to increase their distance ::

EO Burton says:
@::just outside SB ME, in case it should blow up..::

 SB XO Curtis says:
@COMM: von Krieg: We will inform you when the reboot is done. Starbase out

FCO Qwynn says:
:: plots course another 10,000 kilometers away in case they need to back off even more ::

CO von Krieg says:
COMM: Stidd: Mr. Stidd, I trust your judgement in this. We will abort any power transfer at this time.

 SB XO Curtis says:
@Stidd: They say everyone is informed, are we ready ?

TO T’Rel says:
@CIVILIANS: Proceed to the promenade.

OPS Stidd says:
@SB_XO: I believe so.  Give me time to get to the Computer core room for the reboot and we will be ready to try this.

CO von Krieg says:
::leans back in the hard chair::

TO T’Rel says:
@::follows the civilians with ensigns Johnson and Kavor to herd them in the correct direction::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: brings up a display of LRS from GorFax.  Notes to herself that there is nothing new to report from that planet ::

SB XO Curtis says:
@Stidd: I hope this works ::smiles weakly and gets more coffee::

Host Civilian Mattias says:
@::milling around with the crowd, near T'Rel's location::

Host John A says:
ACTION: Some of the civilians wander in the wrong direction while, some stand still

CO von Krieg says:
COMM: Stidd: Mr Stidd, are all of our personnel accounted for?

OPS Stidd says:
@::Raises an eyebrow at the

OPS Stidd says:
XO and nods::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: brings up a schematic of the starbase they are at ::

Civilian Mattias says:
@::wanders in the wrong direction, and trips over Kavor, stumbling into T'Rel::

OPS Stidd says:
@COMM CO: I believe so sir, I am enroute to the stations main comp room now for the reboot phase.

TO T’Rel says:
@::steadies the CIV::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Qwynn, I realize that this is not your expertise, but can we reinforce the structural integrity of the base using Pharaoh?

TO T’Rel says:
@CIV: Are you lost, sir?

Civilian Mattias says:
@::brushes herself off, and glares at T'Rel, with a somewhat huffy attitude::

TO T’Rel says:
<edt>ma'am

OPS Stidd says:
@::Heads down the crawlway towards the computer main core room::

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::Plops heavily in his chair and tries not to sleep::

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: We could extend our shields and deflector array to encompass the weak spots, sir.

Civilian Mattias says:
@::eyes her up and down:: T'Rel: Well, missy, this is quite a mess. You all run a very sloppy resort here.

Host John A says:
ACTION: Engineers and Techs, run around the engineering section as Stidd approaches it.

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: It would require a lot of power though.

EO Burton says:
@::relays repair instructions to his team::

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: We'd have to go to life support only, and go to passive scans on the LRS

EO Burton says:
@::doesn't notice Stidd approaching as he has his hands quite full::

TO T’Rel says:
@::raises her eyebrow at the CIV:: CIV: Indeed. ::voice is expressionless::

OPS Stidd says:
@self: At least they are busy for now.  I hope there will be something to be busy with later.

CO von Krieg says:
::looks thoughtful:: FCO: Calculate the weak spots in the station. ::moves to the engineering panel::

EO Burton says:
@::crawled underneath the main control panel::

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: But I'm sure :: enters stipulations into computer ::  we could do it

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::hopes  one of the other command staff will soon be well again so he can get some sleep ::

Civilian Mattias says:
@::straightens her outfit:: T'Rel: I wish to book passage off of this dump of a station on the next vessel leaving. See to it, please. ::spoken in a very imperious voice:: And I will NOT be recommending your facility to any of my friends, you can certainly count on that!

OPS Stidd says:
@EO: Mr. Burton.  Are we ready for the reboot sequence?

EO Burton says:
@::fixes some important part and gets back up, notices Stidd::

EO Burton says:
@Stidd: We're as ready as we'll ever be sir.. everything set down here.

CO von Krieg says:
::looks somewhat longingly at the station:: FCO: I'll begin a route of the secondary couplings. We can't afford to loose any relays during this.

TO T’Rel says:
@CIV: I am a Tactical/Security officer you will have to see someone else about booking passage out of here.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: calculating weak spots of the station ::  Computer: overlay weak spots onto schematic

CO von Krieg says:
::hands move over the panel with a slight hesitancy that gradually fades::

OPS Stidd says:
@EO: Very good.  I am going to the main computer core room now.  Have your team stand by.

TO T’Rel says:
@::raises her voice:: ALL: Furthermore it would be logical to move to the promenade deck if you do not wish to be injured in the systems reboot of the station.

CO von Krieg says:
::to self:: I should have stayed an engineer...

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: diverting power 

OPS Stidd says:
::Moves towards those familiar doors of the computer room::

Civilian Mattias says:
@::glares, and sighs, very dramatically:: T'Rel: Well, and where would I find someone who can help me? Since you're obviously unable to

EO Burton says:
@::nods at Stidd, turns around:: Team: Ok lot! Move to the hallway for now, it might be a bit.. unsafe.. here.

Civilian Mattias says:
@::ignores T'Rel's advice to move, and stays where she is::

OPS Stidd says:
@::Once inside, he seals the room shut and tries to comm the SB_XO::

TO T’Rel says:
@CIV: I do not believe that anyone is available to help you at this time however once the station is up and running again, you should be able to find someone.

CO von Krieg says:
::looks at the panel as the transfer lights up the station::

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*Stidd* I am here@*Stidd* I am here

EO Burton says:
@::gathers his team just outside ME again, awaiting reboot::

TO T’Rel says:
@CIV: And you will stand a better chance of doing so if you have not been injured. Now please proceed to the prominade.

OPS Stidd says:
@COMM SB XO: Are you ready for shutdown at your end?

Civilian Mattias says:
@::tsks:: T'Rel: You are no help whatsoever. :;turns away in a snit, and trips again over Kavor, this time falling to the floor::

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*Stidd* As ready as I ever am going to be

Host John A says:
ACTION: Technicians, begin the shut down sequence, calling out the procedure as they go...

OPS Stidd says:
@*SB XO* Begin shutdown sequence, now.

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::presses buttons::

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::prays::

TO T’Rel says:
@::helps the CIV up::

OPS Stidd says:
@::Follows the sequence on the internal monitors within the computer room::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The subliminal hum that permeates the station fades and is gone as every system goes offline.

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::watches the progressive shutdown of the indicators for successive systems::

EO Burton says:
@Team: Ok lot! Get in there and replace what needs to have things offline, and fast!

Civilian Mattias says:
@::pushes T'Rel away:: T'Rel: Your superiors will hear from me, count on it, missy. :;stalks off after the largest group of civilians, still muttering::

EO Burton says:
@::watches the team working like mad..::

TO T’Rel says:
@::helps Kavor up::

CO von Krieg says:
::checks the structural integrity of the ship and station::

OPS Stidd says:
@*XO* Do what you need to now whiole we are offline.

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: The station has shut down power.

TO T’Rel says:
@<Kavor>::mutters:: Feels like I was run into by a hovercar.

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: Ready to engage deflector and shields on your command.

 SB XO Curtis says:
@:;heads for the lavatory :: *Stidd* You said something about it should be down for a few minutes ?

OPS Stidd says:
@COMM CO: Captain, we are making repairs while the station is offline.

Host John A says:
ACTION: Moments pass as the station remains powered down.

OPS Stidd says:
@*XO* Yes sir, i calculated 4 minutes minimum.

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*stidd* Well , the crews should be doing repairs by flashlight , I think

EO Burton says:
@::replaces a few dozen gel packs and looks around:: Team: Ok, move out.

Civilian Mattias says:
@::disappears into the main crowd of civilians, on the Promenade::

TO T’Rel says:
@::moves with Kavor quickly to the Promenade::

CO von Krieg says:
::the engine begins to moan:: FCO: The station's sif is draining our energy. I'm engaging secondary power systems.

TO T’Rel says:
@<Johnson>::attempts to keep the CIV's in some semblance of order::

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: I'm increasing power as you make it available here, Captain.

CO von Krieg says:
::looks at the engines heat tolerance inching towards the red::

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::returns from the facility ::

OPS Stidd says:
@*XO*: I am aware of the conditions they are working but this is the only viable way to make these repairs.

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: I may have to disengage life support for a couple of minutes.

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::checks his watch ::

EO Burton says:
@::clears ME with his team:: *XO* All done down here, sir. ME is patched up and ready.

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*Stidd* I Presume you are correct, 2 minutes more

Host John A says:
ACTION: Every system but minimal life support was to be routed to the pharaohs shielding systems, including probe telemetry and Scanners

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*EO* Very Well

CO von Krieg says:
::taps a series of buttons:: FCO: Battery power engaged. The engines could superheat.

TO T’Rel says:
@<Johnson>::sees T'Rel and Kavor enter the promenade:: T'Rel: Have all of the Civ's arrived?

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*Stidd* Engineering reports ready

EO Burton says:
@Team: Spread out, replace the rest. And respect those priorities!

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: Reducing life support to 70 percent.

Host John A says:
ACTION: Te lights on the station dim and the air begins to get a bit thinner

OPS Stidd says:
@*XO*: I am Vulcan and my calculations are rarely incorrect.

TO T’Rel says:
@Johnson: Yes. ::finds a chair for Kavor::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Take us down to 50, Mr. Qwynn.

Civilian Mattias says:
@::still milling about in the crowd, complaining loudly to anyone within earshot, she starts feeling the effects of the thinner air::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: decreases life support to 50% ::  CO: Fifty percent, Captain.

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*Stidd* One minute to go

OPS Stidd says:
@*XO*: Prepareing to reboot the main systems on your mark.

CO von Krieg says:
::begins to sweat as the temperature starts to rise::

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*Stidd* Fifteen seconds

EO Burton says:
@*Team* Gather on my pos. If you're not done by now you'll never be.. move it!

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*stidd* Five

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*Stidd* Restart

OPS Stidd says:
@::Reboots the main computer core using the backup system drives::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: We are about to superheat. Prepare to disengage.

EO Burton says:
@::holds breath::

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::crosses his fingers::

OPS Stidd says:
@*XO*: System coming back online..... Now!

Host John A says:
ACTION: Across the station from the Pharaoh an external bulkhead rips open and leaks station atmosphere

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::Looks hopefully at his panel::

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*Stidd* I am not getting any indicator lights

EO Burton says:
@::heared some noise:: self: what the..

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: I need more power!  :: attempts to engage a secondary force field at the site of the breach ::

OPS Stidd says:
@::Begins examining his boards for problems:: *XO*: Stand by

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: I've detected a breach on the station 

Host John A says:
ACTION: Main Station power comes on line, but the Computer doesn't distribute it to primary systems.

TO T’Rel says:
@*Stidd* T'Rel to Stidd

OPS Stidd says:
@Self: Fascinating. ::Raises an eyebrow at the readings::

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::Paces worriedly ::

TO T’Rel says:
@::makes another attempt to calm the CIVS::

EO Burton says:
@*XO* What’s going on up there.. I’ve got ME back, but the gelpacks aren't receiving any commands.

OPS Stidd says:
@*T'Rel*: Go ahead

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: The station has main power restored, but... it doesn't appear to have restored to primary systems, Captain.

SB XO Curtis says:
@*EO* Can you manually jack life support and other needed systems ?

EO Burton says:
@*XO* While up and running? I'll try sir..

Host John A says:
ACTION: A error message flashes at Stidd from the console. " Operations System not found. Enter core path. "

CO von Krieg says:
::tries to reroute power again:: FCO: Localize our effort to the damaged area.

OPS Stidd says:
@::Begins tracing down the problem from his consoles::

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*EO* Doesn't do any good to have power if we can't use it

TO T’Rel says:
@*Stidd*: Will we have more air soon? and would another person be helpful?

EO Burton says:
@Team: Ok, spread out again.. primary systems power distribution needs to be hot wired to the core..

CO von Krieg says:
::works feverishly, balancing the engines between shutdown and use::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: makes adjustment to force fields to cover this new breach ::

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: It's risky, but I've covered the new breach, sir.

EO Burton says:
@::Attempting a bypass to life-support::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: checks structural integrity of the station ::

OPS Stidd says:
::Begins searching for the backup files of the operations systems:: *T'Rel*: Soon mr. T'Rel, Soon.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: monitors the deflector and shields 'patch' of the station SIF ::

TO T’Rel says:
@::gives the information to the CIV's in an attempt to reassure them::

EO Burton says:
@::is almost electrocuted, barely manages to get power to life support:: self: Ok, this'll better work..

CO von Krieg says:
COMM: Stidd: Mr. Stidd, what is your status?

OPS Stidd says:
@COMM CO: Captain, there appears to be file tampering with the computer core.  I am unable to locate the Operating systems pathway for the bases computer.

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Pharaohs engines begin to go critical as they work to hold a space station together

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::Feels the air coming softly through the vents ::

EO Burton says:
@Team2: Work on cooling that.. ::points at the core::

CO von Krieg says:
COMM: Stidd: secure all stations. I can't keep our engines on line.:: moves the engines back from the red zone::

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*EO*  You must have gotten life support back , See if you can get the SIF back on line

Host John A says:
ACTION: Lighting and atmosphere slowly return to normal has the manual routing takes effect

EO Burton says:
@*XO* Lifesupport should have power restored by now.. anything on the controls?

OPS Stidd says:
@COMM CO: Aye sir. securing all stations.

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: The station's SIF is back!  We can divert power back to our own ship!

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*EO* They are working on the Computer systems as of yet

FCO Qwynn says:
:: feverishly redirects power systems ::

CO von Krieg says:
::hands stab quickly at the console:: FCO: Restoring power and normalizing systems.

OPS Stidd says:
@*EO*: I need to see you in the core room, Mr. Burton.

EO Burton says:
@Team3: Get out there and manually purge air filters.

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: Life support 100%

EO Burton says:
@*Stidd* On my way. ::moves out::

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: LRS active re-established.  

OPS Stidd says:
@::Continues the search for the ops sys files::

EO Burton says:
@::makes his way to the computer core room::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Excellent.

EO Burton says:
@::finds the doors to be locked, knocks::

OPS Stidd says:
@::Unsecures the door and admits Mr. Burton::

EO Burton says:
@::enters and nods at Stidd::

CO von Krieg says:
::feels the fresh air wash over his face::

OPS Stidd says:
@EO: Mr. Burton, why are the ops sys files not in the backup programming?  Do you know where they are?

FCO Qwynn says:
:: takes a few deep breaths ::

EO Burton says:
@Stidd: They aren't? Well, they should be.. unless they were removed.

CO von Krieg says:
::moves slowly back to the hard chair::

OPS Stidd says:
@::Invites EO to sit and examine the computer files for himself::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The little ships engines return to green levels as another hull breach opens on the station.  Station SIF and Force fields can't contain it,

EO Burton says:
@::takes a seat and check to find files missing:: Stidd: I can tell you for sure my teams didn't remove those files..

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Well done, Mr. Qwynn.

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: I may have spoken too soon, sir.  I'm detecting another breach.

EO Burton says:
@Stidd: Why don't you get a backup copy from that ship of yours.. I'm pretty sure they can be easily adapted..

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: Routing power to deflectors/shields to help maintain station SIF

CO von Krieg says:
::frowns:: FCO: Is that a habitation area?

OPS Stidd says:
@EO: We have to figure out how much needs to be adapted.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: thinks 'again' ::

EO Burton says:
@::does a complete systems check:: Self: Aha!

FCO Qwynn says:
:: checks the specs on that area ::

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: It's storage, sir.

EO Burton says:
@Stidd: Found them.. some nut stored them between his personal game files..

OPS Stidd says:
@COMMCO: Captain, can you send down someone with a copy of the ships sys ops files for us to adapt to the station?

EO Burton says:
@::sorts out the needed files and restores them to active systems::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Don't waste our power. Stand ready to aid habitable areas, however.

OPS Stidd says:
@EO: Check them thoroughly for poss. contamination.

CO von Krieg says:
COMM Stidd: Mr. Stidd, we can direct transfer those files for your usage.

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: Acknowledged.  

EO Burton says:
@Stidd: Already did.. they are perfectly ok. There you go sir. ::presses 'confirm'::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: cancels rerouting plan ::

OPS Stidd says:
@COMM CO: Stand by on that sir.

CO von Krieg says:
COMM Stidd: Standing by.

OPS Stidd says:
@*XO*: Are you reading a live board now?

EO Burton says:
@::stands:: Stidd: The honour is yours sir ::points at the 'initiate' button::

 SB XO Curtis says:
@*Stidd* I am getting green lights ::smiles::

OPS Stidd says:
@::Presses the initiate button and brings the station back live::

OPS Stidd says:
@COMM CO: They wont be needed sir.

Host John A says:
ACTION: The operations interface comes to life as the files are installed

CO von Krieg says:
COMM Stidd: Understood, von Krieg out.

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::Starts pressing buttons to re-initiate power transfers::

TO T’Rel says:
@Kavor: I believe that the station is returning to normal.

Host John A says:
ACTION: As the station comes on-line and things settle down, LRS from the probe telemetry shows some activity

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: Sir, the probe has detected a ship approaching the Gorfax System.  

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: Long range sensors show it to be similar in design and size to the one already at Gorfax 3.

OPS Stidd says:
@::Begins searching the database for who could have tampered with those files::

CO von Krieg says:
::a fierce smile crosses his face:: FCO: Recall all personnel.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: begins plotting course back to Gorfax 3 ::

EO Burton says:
@::wipes off sweat and returns to ME::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: grins ::  CO: Aye, sir.  *COMM OPS* Stidd, all personnel are to report back to the ship.

OPS Stidd says:
@COMM FCO: Confirmed, we are returning to the ship.

Host John A says:
ACTION: While Medical bays continue to heal the sick and injured, The rest of the station slowly returns to normal. Thus, freeing the Pharaoh.

OPS Stidd says:
@COMM TR1: 1 to beam up.

 SB XO Curtis says:
@::reaches for more coffee to await relief ::

FCO Qwynn says:
*COMM TO* T'Rel, all personnel are to report back to the ship.

CO von Krieg says:
::to self more than anyone:: Now, mein freund...

TO T’Rel says:
*COMM FCO*: Understood.

TO T’Rel says:
@COMM TR1: Three to beam up.

TO T’Rel says:
::materializes in TR1::

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: All personnel have returned to the ship, sir.

Host John A says:
********* End Mission *********


